HB 4368  Relating to voluntary assignments of wages by state employees who have been overpaid
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PASSAGE

YEAS: 93  NAYS: 4  NOT VOTING: 3  PASSED

YEAS: 93

Adkins             Fast             Lane             Romine, C.
Ambler             Ferro             Longstreth       Romine, R.
Anderson           Fleischauer      Love             Rowan
Atkinson           Folk             Lovejoy          Rowe
Barrett            Foster           Martin           Shott
Bates              Frich            Maynard          Sobonya
Blair              Gearheart        McGeehan         Sponaugle
Boggs              Graves           Miley            Statler
Brewer             Hamilton         Miller, C.       Storch
Butler             Hamrick          Miller, R.       Sypolt
Byrd               Hanshaw          Moore            Thompson
Campbell           Harshbarger      Moye             Upson
Canestraro         Hartman          Nelson           Wagner
Capito             Hicks            Overington       Walters
Caputo             Higginbotham    Pack             Ward
Cooper             Hill             Paynter          Westfall
Cowles             Hollen           Pethtel          White
Criss              Householder      Phillips         Williams
Dean               Howell           Pushkin          Wilson
Diserio            Iaquinta         Pyles            Zatezalo
Ellington          Isner            Queen            Speaker Armstead
Espinosa           Jennings         Robinson         
Evans, A.          Kelly            Rodighiero       
Evans, E.          Kessinger        Rohrbach         

NAYS: 4

Eldridge           Fluharty         Hornbuckle       Marcum

NOT VOTING: 3

Deem               Lynch            Summers